EDUCATIONAL SITES BENEFIT FROM DISKEEPER
“Diskeeper is, and always has been, an absolutely essential investment. For the peace of mind I get
from the product - not to mention the awesome added bonus of one thing permanently removed
from my ‘worry list’ - the cost to value ratio is phenomenal. This product works flawlessly. Diskeeper
is definitely a vital tool.”
“I deploy Diskeeper as a standard practice on every Windows 2008 server class system, both
physical and virtual. A fragmented disk subsystem is the WORST bottleneck. Why spend thousands
of dollars on top of the line processors/RAM/etc. just to wind up with a very expensive, very slow,
paperweight?
“Two weeks ago one of my backup-to-disk servers had a bad connection to its UPS. I immediately
knew something was wrong when my backup jobs were queued up in the morning and grinding
along at less than half of the normal throughput/bandwidth. Diskeeper had stopped running
because it believed the server was under battery power. The impact to performance, writing large
sequential files to a RAID 3 SAN Array, was HUGE.
Frank Costa, Network Administrator, Santa Maria Joint Union High School District

“Diskeeper is very helpful. I spent the better part of the past few weeks assessing and analyzing the
product with questions for my sales rep, which were responded to quickly and accurately. We have
especially noticed a difference on our old Dell 2650 servers. I recommend Diskeeper to any
Administrators managing servers with high I/O volumes. I am really happy you guys pursued us as a
customer so aggressively. Just in terms of saving manpower hours & disk uptime, Diskeeper’s
Automatic defrag has been a lifesaver!
Apaar Singh, IS Manager, Department of Public Safety, University of Maryland

“I have installed Diskeeper on ALL of our servers. I no longer have to run manual defrags to make
sure we do not get fragmented disks. It works great- “Set It and Forget It” on our RAID drives!
“We are running Diskeeper on Windows 2003 & 2008 server. Some are on servers running on
VMware ESX hosts. I have had no issues from day one! This company is a great vendor that is easy
to work with.”
Ryan Corcoran, Network Administrator, Carroll University

“We use Diskeeper in our PeopleSoft environment and do everything we can do to improve the
response time and reliability of our PeopleSoft environment. Diskeeper is part of that equation.”
Chet Strebe, CIO, Information Systems/Instructional Technology, Northcentral Technical College
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“We have seen vastly improved read/write times and faster disk access due to the saved I/O’s.
Diskeeper is head and shoulders above anything else in the disk utility environment. Not only am I
still running it with Fibre and SATA SAN systems, but I am greatly impressed with Instant Defrag.
“There have been many improvements which have increased performance and enhanced the
reliability of the product. Diskeeper intuitively knows how and what to do to not only increase disk
performance but to maintain that higher level of performance consistently thereafter.
“I have tried other disk utilities before that claimed to be as good as Diskeeper but I found that in the
end that’s all it was - a claim. There was no substantial proof of either of the assertions of being
comparable to Diskeeper on any level.
“Simply put, your use of a system causes fragmentation; there is no way around that fact. So we can
safely say that continued use will increase fragmentation levels to the point of not only increasing
I/O’s but can cause systems to lock up. If you want the best utility on the market in your software
stable, that utility is, without question, Diskeeper.”
Tyrone S. Logan, Systems Administrator
Baltimore City Public Schools, Security and Data Center Services

“Diskeeper is great! It truly is “Set It and Forget It”! I load it, check it and…rarely do I go back and
check on it again. If a machine is having problems, I’ll check the Diskeeper logs to be sure it is
running. I love it!
“No one really questions me on what software I run here thankfully! I do have one student assistant
(we know how they can be!) who mouthed off one day about how I didn’t need to load ‘that software’
because Windows had a defragger built in and I could just use that. I shut him up pretty quick. Then I
sent him the web link on how Diskeeper works. He never mentioned it again.
“Between Diskeeper, antivirus software, and a few of the spyware/malware cleanup utilities out
there, it is rare that I have a failed machine!”
Jan Davis, Manager of Technology, Indiana Purdue University, The Center on Philanthropy
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